Committee Secretary
Senate Economics Legislation Committee
PO Box 6100
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Via Email: economics.sen@aph.gov.au

17 September 2015

Dear Sir / Madam

Inquiry into Tax and Superannuation Laws Amendment (Better Targetting the
Income Tax Transparency Laws) Bill 2015 (‘the Bill’)
The Taxation Committee of the Business Law Section of the Law Council of Australia (the
Committee) welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission to the Senate Economics
Legislation Committee (the Senate Committee) in relation to the inquiry into the above Bill.
The Committee made two previous submissions to Treasury in relation to the tax
transparency laws intended to be amended by the Bill. The first submission, dated 24
April 2013, was in response to the Improving the transparency of Australia’s business tax
system Discussion Paper issued in April 2013 (which pre-dated the introduction of these
measures). The second submission, dated 3 July 2015, was in response to the exposure
draft legislation released on 4 June 2015 ahead of the introduction of the Bill into
Parliament. For convenience, we attach copies of those earlier submissions.
The Committee considers that the tax transparency laws in section 3C of the Taxation
Administration Act 1953 are harsh, unjust and discriminatory. The Committee supports
the Bill as it will operate to alleviate that harshness, injustice and discrimination against a
significantly adversely affected class of taxpayers – namely, private Australian companies.
The Committee submits that the Bill should be enacted as law.
It is considered that the provisions of section 3C will continue to be discriminatory and
unjust, however the removal of that discrimination for Australian private companies is
welcome and supported by the Committee.
Part 1 – Summary of Submissions
In addition to the cogent explanations set out in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill,
and the detailed submissions of the Committee set out in the annexed submissions to
Treasury dated 3 July 2015 and 24 April 2013, the Committee believes that the tax
disclosure laws should be amended to exclude private Australian companies. The
Committee restates and incorporates in this submission the detailed reasons and
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submissions made in response to the Exposure Draft of the current Bill, in its submission
dated 3 July 2015. The Committee wishes to add the following observations to those
earlier submissions, without restating all of them.
The fundamental and long-held right to privacy of the shareholders of Australian private
companies is compromised
As noted in the Committee’s earlier submissions, section 3C displaces the fundamental
and long-held tenet of Australia’s tax laws that a taxpayer’s affairs must remain private
between them and the Australian Taxation Office.
The publication of private taxation information of particular corporate tax entities
discriminates against such affected companies and other corporate taxpayers. Trusts and
partnerships which are not taxed as companies (the great majority of trusts and
partnerships), and even individuals, are not subject to section 3C. This injustice is further
exacerbated for private Australian companies by the fact that ASIC maintains a public
register of companies and a simple ASIC search could identify the shareholders of the
private companies that are subject to the tax disclosure laws. This does not apply to
public companies or foreign companies.
The ability to identify the individuals or families associated with private companies not only
draws further attention to such persons (and creates the types of risks discussed in the
Explanatory Memorandum accompanying the Bill) but it will likely result in the general
public falsely assuming that the income of those private companies is the income of the
individuals or families behind those companies. The right to the privacy of those individual
shareholders is therefore undermined.
This is particularly the case where, for example, ultimate taxation of particular types of
income are borne by entities other than the particular private company, such as exempt
and ‘non-assessable non-exempt’ items of income which will effectively be taxed as an
unfranked dividend when ultimately distributed to shareholders; or tax has been paid by
other entities or in other jurisdictions but which is credited in the Australian private
company. In such instances the disclosure will suggest the company does not bear tax –
and therefore lead the general public to assume the shareholders of the company have no
further liability to tax. This is not the case, as companies and individuals are separate
entities for tax purposes and the basis for determine tax liability for one type of entity will
be different to the basis for determining tax liability for another type of entity. However the
general public will not likely appreciate the complexities of the income tax laws and simply
assume that the tax liability of a private company can more or less be attributed to its
shareholders behind that company.
The risk of this false assumption not only creates misinformation and confusion in the
public domain, but it undermines the privacy of those individual shareholder taxpayers.
Further, the misleading nature of the selective publication required by section 3C will likely
result in distorted public discussion around private Australian companies, rather than
encouraging informed public debate about tax policy.
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No evidence of widespread aggressive tax avoidance by Australian private companies
The disclosure laws were introduced in 2013 against a backdrop of discussion about base
erosion and profit shifting by multinationals and efforts to discourage aggressive tax
practices by large multinationals to ensure they “pay their fair share of tax” in Australia.
As observed publicly by the Commissioner of Taxation Mr Chris Jordan, the introduction
of section 3C into the Taxation Administration Act “was really for multinational companies
operating here, disclosing quite low revenue” and was not intended to capture private
Australian companies (AFR 20 March 2015, page 6). The Commissioner of Taxation has
also stated that “most wealthy Australians and their private groups do the right thing”
(ATO Media Release: ATO to start tax assurance talks with large private groups, 16 April
2015). Extensive information, significantly greater than the portion of information to be
published under the corporate tax transparency obligations, is already provided to the
ATO by affected companies. The ATO has significant powers to detect and deal with tax
avoidance.
There has been no evidence provided of widespread aggressive tax avoidance practices
by Australian private companies. Instead, such class of taxpayers will be subjected to
misinformed public scrutiny simply because they are corporate entities which are
successful enough to have gross turnover (not profit) which exceeds an arbitrary $100
million total income threshold.
Encouraging tax compliance and public debate
The stated rationales for the introduction of section 3C were to discourage tax avoidance
by large taxpayers, and encourage public debate on tax policy.
As raised previously by the Committee, public disclosure of selected aspects of the
income and taxation of a select group of companies does not provide any demonstrative
information to explain tax policy or engage a debate about it, nor is there any indication
that such information would discourage large companies from engaging in aggressive tax
avoidance. Rather, the expected effect of those laws would be a “naming and shaming” in
the press without any explanation as to the fundamental differences between gross
income or accounting purposes, and net taxable income.
The compliance costs and reputational risks for such companies endeavouring to explain
Australia’s highly complex corporate tax system in the press has no justification. To apply
those laws, and that level of public scrutiny, to only one type of taxpayer entity –
companies, and not trusts, partnerships, individuals, or otherwise – and only to those
which exceed a certain threshold, creates a disproportionate and discriminatory rule which
would be applied only against those companies who fall into the narrow class.
The public debate on tax policy has been extensive since the introduction of section 3C,
and before the actual publication of taxpayer information pursuant to it. The Senate
Economics References Committee held public hearings during its inquiry into corporate
tax avoidance, issuing a report on 18 August 2015. Much has been written in the press
about ‘multinational profit shifting’, ‘base erosion and profit shifting’, and the business and
tax affairs of public, multinational companies. That level of discussion is already occurring
and accordingly, the Committee considers it appropriate that the Bill be passed, to
exclude private companies from unnecessary and harsh publicity that will likely follow.
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An Australian owned private company with international operations would (apart from
disclosing all relevant worldwide income, foreign companies and branch operations,
transfer pricing details and so on to the ATO) see the details of their worldwide income
published. A foreign owned Australian company which conducts relevant Australian
business only would see only the Australian operating income disclosed. By their very
nature private Australian companies are private, and not public, they do not have
anonymous shareholders who require information.
The likely result of the publication may be restructuring of groups, creation of additional
groups, deployment of funds overseas, and so on to avoid the publication.
As noted above, the Commissioner of Taxation has observed the generally good tax
compliance of large Australian private companies. The ATO receives significant amounts
of information from them, and has extensive powers to obtain further information and act
where necessary. The Government has recently introduced the Tax Laws Amendment
(Combating Multinational Tax Avoidance) Bill 2015 into the House of Representatives.
That Bill enacts specific legislation to deal with multinational profit shifting – the secured
premise for section 3C and the publication of corporate taxpayer information.
In circumstances where there is extensive public debate about tax policy now occurring,
and new measures to address concerns over multinational profit shifting are being
enacted, the Committee considers the publication of private corporate taxation information
of specific companies, particularly private Australian and family companies, is not
appropriate, unnecessary, harsh and unjust.
Accordingly the Committee supports the passage of the Bill.
Part 2 – Further Observations of the Bill
Drafting clarification
The proposed new section 3C(1) will limit the disclosures to exclude Australian resident
companies which do not have a foreign ultimate holding company, or foreign
shareholdings exceeding 50%. For this purpose Australian resident companies, private
companies, and ultimate holding companies are defined by reference to the Income Tax
Assessment Acts. However “foreign shareholding in the entity” (proposed section
3C(1)(b)(iii)) is not a defined term. It is not clear from that phrase whether direct as well
as indirect shareholdings are taken into account.
The Exposure Draft Explanatory Memorandum states that the Commissioner of Taxation
will determine this from company tax return disclosures, which are based on company tax
return instructions.
The Committee submits it would be more appropriate to define in the Taxation
Administration Act for this purpose rather than rely solely on the Commissioner’s tax
return instructions, which are potentially liable to change and are not determined by the
Parliament. The principles of the rule of law require the law to be known, readily
ascertainable and available to taxpayers, and not subject to arbitrary change.
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The tax disclosures laws would continue to be discriminatory
As set out in the Committee’s first submission dated 24 April 2013, companies are legal
entities and are entitled to the protections of the legal system just as any natural person is.
Those provisions in the taxation laws that protect a taxpayer’s right to privacy and confer
taxpayer confidentiality entitlements should apply equitably to all taxpayers of whatever
type of personality recognised by the law and in whatever capacity they may derive
assessable income or otherwise make taxable gains.
Even if the Bill were enacted, the tax disclosures laws would continue to discriminate
against public companies that exceed the $100 million total income threshold, as well as
foreign owned private companies.
The Bill, if enacted, will have the effect of excluding Australian private companies but not
foreign owned private companies. Thus, the existing provisions would remain
discriminatory against foreign privately owned companies, and public companies. The
Committee considers section 3C should be repealed altogether.
Conclusion
Excluding Australian private companies from the public disclosure as proposed by the Bill
is welcomed by the Committee, and commended as an important and fundamental
requirement in the pursuit of equity for Australian taxpayers. The amendments proposed
by the Bill are crucially important amendments to address concerns raised by the
Committee in its earlier submissions and are considered a vital improvement to restore
fairness, equity and basic principles of the rule of law for Australian private company
taxpayers and their owners. The Bill alleviates those adverse effects for private Australian
companies, and accordingly the Committee supports the enactment of the Bill.
Should the Senate Committee or the Government wish to discuss these views with the
Committee, discussions can be initiated by contacting the Committee Chair, Adrian
Varrasso on 03 8608 2483 or via email at Adrian.varrasso@minterellison.com; or
Committee member Daniel Appleby on 02 9251 8000 or via email at
dappleby@sslaw.com.au
Yours faithfully,

John Keeves, Chairman
Business Law Section
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